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About the Author

Abstract Down syndrome is the most common cause of

intellectual disability among live born children and is

amenable to prenatal detection. Screening for Down syn-

drome on a population basis requires a thorough under-

standing of the principles involved in the screening tests.

We discuss the rationale behind the commonly available

screening tests and the Indian scenario in this setting.
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‘‘…tests must be validated before they are applied to

case-finding; harm may result to public health agencies’

relationships with the public (not to mention the direct

harm to the public), and with the medical profession, from

large numbers of fruitless referrals for diagnosis…’’

Wilson and Jungner, 1968 [1]

Introduction

Down syndrome (DS) may be said to have its independent

existence in medical literature since 1866, when Langdon

John Down, a British physician who practiced at London
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and Earlswood, described the unique physical and mental

characteristics of a subgroup of intellectually challenged

individuals under his care [2]. Down asserted, on the basis

of his observations, that the different races of humans

represented variations in the same species and not different

species as was believed in that era. Subsequently, the group

of individuals described by him were referred to as

‘‘mongoloids,’’ and the disease, as ‘‘mongolism’’ based on

the racial classification existent then. In 1965, World

Health Organisation (WHO) dropped the term mongolism;

in 1975, the National Institute of Health, USA, recom-

mended the term Down syndrome to replace all the other

names describing such a phenotype.

Although the medical recognition of this syndrome as a

separate entity is quite recent, anthropologists have put

forth arguments favouring its existence since antiquity. In

his review, Starbuck has suggested the syndrome exists in

non-human primates as trisomy 22, the primate equivalent

of trisomy 21. In addition, on the basis of evidence from

material culture and skeletal remains, he concluded that it

was possible that trisomy 21 existed since ancient past [3].

Origins of Prenatal Screening

About a century after the phenotypic description of DS, Le

Jeune et al. in 1959 reported the occurrence of an extra copy

of chromosome 21 in the cultured fibroblast cells from

patients with DS. Later in 1968, Valenti et al. [4] and Nadler

et al. [5] independently reported the first prenatally diag-

nosed cases of trisomy 21 from cultured amniotic fluid cells.

Amniocentesis and access to fetal cells opened up the

possibility of prenatal diagnosis of many genetic and

metabolic conditions, with a spree of publications in the

1970s [6]. Also, around this time in England, medical

abortion became legalized. The combination of the ability

to identify prenatally fetuses with trisomy 21 and the pos-

sibility of legal termination of such pregnancies imposed

such sociopolitical pressure that the government reportedly

decided to offer a fixed number (about 30,000) of amnio-

centeses annually [7]. This number corresponded to roughly

5% of the total pregnant women in England at that time.

This figure of 5% has since become a very important fig-

ure in the prenatal screening programs world over; however,

its origin was completely arbitrary. Choosing which 5% of

pregnant women would undergo amniocentesis was based

on the previous work on the risk factors for DS.

Penrose [8] in 1933 had demonstrated a linear relation

between increasing maternal age at delivery and the risk of

DS in the offspring in his analysis of 150 families that

included 154 offsprings with DS among a total of 727

children. Several other investigators had also reported this

observation before Penrose.

The mothers with 35 years of age and above constituted

the oldest 5% of the pregnant population in England and

consequently formed the 5% with the highest risk of DS.

During this early era, imprecise estimation of the maternal

age-specific rates of DS births put the risk of a 35-year-old

at 1 in 250; at the same time, some quarters conveniently

quoted the procedure-related pregnancy loss following

amniocentesis to be 1 in 250 [9]. Neither of these

assumptions were correct: population-based studies from

Belgium and Sweden with almost complete ascertainment

indicated the risk of a 35-year-old as 1 in 350–370 [10]; the

risk of miscarriage from amniocentesis estimated from the

Danish trial was about 1% [11] and the most recent meta-

analyses estimate this risk as about 0.1% (1 in 1000) [12] or

even less [13]. In addition, the Swedish study indicated that

the maternal age-specific risk inflects at around the

32 years’ mark rather than at 35 years [10].

A few unquestioned axioms became ingrained in pre-

natal screening for DS due to these initial empirical prac-

tices: firstly, 35 years being taken as the cutoff maternal

age to be considered as high risk; secondly, the screen-

positive rate (i.e., the total number of women in a screening

program who would be marked as high risk requiring

diagnostic testing) should be around 5%; thirdly, a risk

cutoff of 1 in 250 to be considered as the equivalent of the

maternal age of 35 years and hence to be considered as the

screen-positive cutoff value. Over the decades, these

empirical rules shaped the evolution of various screening

strategies for the prenatal detection of DS.

Justification and Principles of Down Syndrome
Screening

The most common argument to screen for DS rather than

any other chromosomal/genetic disease is that it is the

commonest cause of mental retardation among children

accounting for 15–20% of all children with mental retar-

dation in the UK [14]. The most common chromosomal

aberration among all conceptions is trisomy 16. However,

such fetuses almost always die in utero. Similarly, the other

common chromosomal abnormalities such as trisomy 18

(Edward syndrome) and trisomy 13 (Patau syndrome) have

as high as 80% in utero mortality between the first trimester

and term, while this figure is about 30% for trisomy 21

[15]. Also, the vast majority of fetuses with Edward and

Patau syndrome exhibit ultrasound detectable structural

defects, whereas only about 50% of DS fetuses have any

structural defects identifiable on prenatal ultrasound.

Postnatally, infants with Patau syndrome rarely survive

beyond the first week, and Edward syndrome beyond the

first year, whereas a significant proportion of those with

Down syndrome reach adulthood.
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Elaboration of the ethical challenges involved in the

prenatal screening for DS is beyond the scope of this paper;

the social and financial burden of caring for these patients

is proportionate to their postnatal survival. Therefore,

among the genetic etiologies of intellectually differently-

abled, DS represents the group that is ‘‘asymptomatic’’ and

hence less likely to be detected during a prenatal ultrasound

examination. Also, it poses a high cost of care in State-

funded healthcare systems. Loosely, these aspects seem to

fulfill the Wilson’s criteria required for a health condition

to be considered for population-wide screening [1]. Not

surprisingly therefore, research efforts focused into devel-

oping screening tests for this condition in Europe, UK and

the USA. These screening tests utilized the observations

that DS fetuses exhibited certain ultrasound manifestations

(larger nuchal translucency, absent nasal bone, abnormal

flow across tricuspid valve and ductus venosus) and pro-

duced certain biochemical analytes (alpha fetoprotein

[AFP], human chorionic gonadotropin [hCG] and its beta

subunit, unconjugated estriol [UE3], inhibin A, pregnancy-

associated plasma protein-A [PAPP-A])in a different range

compared to normal fetuses, and that these observations

were independent of the effect of maternal age and inde-

pendent of each other. The screening tests use the likeli-

hood ratio of each of these manifestations to derive the

posttest probability of DS [16]. The fundamental compo-

nent of this mathematical derivation of the test result for an

individual patient is the background risk of that particular

condition in the population, known as the a priori risk. In

the case of DS, the background risk has been shown to be

dependent on the maternal age [8] as discussed before and

subsequently large population-based studies have estab-

lished the maternal age-specific risks of Down syndrome in

England [15], Europe [10, 17–19], Taiwan [20] and North

America among many other regions.

Down Syndrome Prevalence and Ethnicity

Most authors who studied the Caucasian population or the

mixed population have generally agreed that there is no

reason to suspect different prevalence based on ethnicity.

However, the argument is based on logical reasoning in the

absence of data rather than true evidence. Compiling

population-based data on the birth prevalence of DS is a

resource-intense task for most developing countries, and

hence, such data are expectedly scarce. There are data from

other ethnicities, for example, from Jews that indicate a

higher prevalence of Down syndrome compared to White

population. The Jerusalem Perinatal Study [21] docu-

mented a higher overall prevalence of Down syndrome in

the native Jewish population compared to white population.

Although such data do not form concrete evidence of

ethnicity-based difference in prevalence, they certainly do

not lend strength to the traditional view of ‘‘equal preva-

lence across ethnicities.’’

Screening Tests for Down Syndrome

Several reviews have evaluated the screening tests for

Down syndrome, including one in our journal [22]. It has

been customary to evaluate the performance of prenatal

screening tests for DS using the arbitrarily fixed false-

positive (or screen-positive) rate of 5%. It is important to

note that the performances of the various tests have been

validated in the western population [23].

Several factors affect the performance of any screening

test, and this is true for Down syndrome screening tests too.

First, the yield of the test (defined as the number of ‘‘cases’’

picked up by the screening program) will depend on the

prevalence of the disease in the population. The validity of

the test depends on the accuracy and this in turn on the

correct and reproducible measurement of the various test

components such as the nuchal translucency, nasal bone

and the serum analytes mentioned before. In addition, as

these measurements vary with gestation, they have to be

standardized by converting to the multiples of median.

Therefore, it is vital that the distribution of the test com-

ponent measurements in the screening population is accu-

rately known before the MoMs are applied. Another

important point about test validity is the requirement for

ongoing quality assurance programs that periodically val-

idate the measurements against acceptable standards. The

Fetal Medicine Foundation and the United Kingdom

National External Quality Assessment Service (UK

NEQAS), for example, provide the service of continual

audit for various components of the screening programs.

Indian Scenario

Awareness About Screening Versus Diagnostic Tests

The lay public who are the end-users of the screening

program may hardly be aware of the differences between a

screening test and a diagnostic test. A screening test, such

as the combined test for Down syndrome, only categorizes

women into high and low risk and can never confirm a

fetus as having Down syndrome. The purpose of a

screening test is only to identify a subset from the screened

population to whom the diagnostic test (e.g., chorionic

villus sampling/amniocentesis) needs to be offered. A

positive screening test should never be equated to an

affected fetus. The odds of the fetus being affected when

the test is screen positive are generally between 1 in 30 and
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1 in 20. These are very important concepts that need to be

informed in an understandable way to the patient before

performing the test (pretest counseling). The onus of

making the end-user understand the test before performing

rests with the agency that runs the screening program. In

India, Down syndrome screening is a not a priority for the

State’s health program and therefore screening is offered

mostly in the private sector only. Few hospitals and prac-

titioners make an effort to provide meaningful pretest

counseling. It is certainly not uncommon to encounter

women who have undergone a ‘‘brain function test’’ for

their fetus and then undergone termination of pregnancy

since the test was abnormal. If the western world is ruing

the loss of normal fetuses due to unnecessary invasive tests

after screen positivity, we are faced with the shameful

situation of losing normal fetuses due to misinformation

and lack of information. It is worthy of mention that pre-

natal screening for Down syndrome is still an ‘‘informed

choice’’ and the couple have the right to decide whether

they would like to go through a screening test or not.

A Priori Risk or Prevalence Data

Unfortunately, population-based data on the birth preva-

lence of Down syndrome are critically lacking in the

Indian medical literature. Our population is quite diverse

with more than 4500 anthropologically defined groups

[24]. The single largest data set on Down syndrome

prevalence is from the ‘‘Study on Malformations and

Down Syndrome in India’’ [SOMDI] project that pre-

sented data from three regions—viz Baroda [25], Bombay

[26] and Delhi [27]. Three papers presented data from

each of these regions, and all were derived from births in

tertiary-level hospitals. Technically, they do not represent

the community-wide prevalence. The data from Baroda

are much more useful for gauging the prevalence than the

other two. The papers from Bombay and Delhi could not

provide maternal age-specific prevalence for Down syn-

drome owing to lack of adequate number of Down syn-

drome cases. The Baroda paper reported the prevalence

for 5-year intervals of maternal age (Table 1). It is clear

from Table 1 that the overall prevalence of DS differs

between the three regions studied. Scatter plot of the data

from the Baroda paper shows an inflection in the preva-

lence rate from about 30 years onward (Fig. 1). Another

population-based study on the prevalence of DS among a

tribal population in Madhya Pradesh was limited by the

numbers [28]. In the 2767-strong population, the authors

identified 4 cases of DS, setting a prevalence of about 1 in

692. Since this is not birth prevalence, it is likely to

underestimate the true birth prevalence. Even so, this

number is higher than the prevalence noted from the

previous hospital-based studies.

Several others have reported the frequency of cytoge-

netic abnormalities [29–33] among children referred to

genetic clinics and/or laboratories with a clinical diagnosis

of DS. These clearly do not contribute to the database that

would help estimate the a priori risk of Indian women.

Some authors have suggested a younger age distribution of

the mothers with DS children [34, 35] in some Indian

populations. Advanced grand maternal age has been

implicated to explain such a finding [36].

Following Empirical Practice

Few papers attempt to clinically validate the performance

of screening test in our population. Kaur et al. [37] pre-

sented the clinical performance of the triple screening test

(TST) from a government hospital setup in Chandigarh. DS

prevalence in their series was limited to 8 cases from a

population of 7400 pregnancies that were screened. The

screen-positive rate was 4.5% for DS, and the detection

rate was about 88%. This rate is higher than that reported

for TST from other international papers probably due to

small sample studied.

Most Indian laboratories that report DS screening tests

have fixed a screen-positive cutoff at 1 in 250 without

validating the assumption that underpins this cutoff: that

the population undergoing screening would distribute itself

such that 5% of the population would have a final adjusted

risk at or greater than 1 in 250. The entire performance of

any screening test would depend on the cutoff that is

considered as screen positive: large-scale data on the dis-

tribution of the risks and the risk determinants in our

population are distinctly lacking. We have analyzed our

data from 27,647 singleton pregnancies [38] that further

confirms the urgent need for a nationwide data on the risk

distribution to scientifically choose the appropriate screen-

positive cutoff point.

Quality Control Programs and Regulatory

Requirements

Certainly, the excuse of a ‘‘busy clinic’’ cannot be accepted

for not providing pretest counseling while offering Down

syndrome screening since the implication of a misunder-

stood test result is of a grave nature to the unborn patient.

Professional bodies, women representative agencies and

Government should constitute committees that would

ensure that physicians who perform NT measurements and

laboratories that perform biochemical screening maintain a

certain standard on an ongoing basis. Such committees

would also have the responsibility of ensuring the end-user

understanding of screening program through mass aware-

ness programs, media, patient information leaflets, hospital

and practitioner involvement and other methods.
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Table 1 Selected Indian data on Down syndrome

Down syndrome prevalence

Region Maternal age Total births Total DS births Prevalence References

Baroda [25]

15–19 1825 1 1/1825

20–24 16,572 14 1/1183

25–29 9588 8 1/1198*

30–34 3118 7 1/445

35–39 608 2 1/304

C40 64 1 1/64

All 31,775 33 1/962

Delhi All 23,367 19 1/1230 [27]

Bombay All 42,304 28 1/1511 [26]

Chandigarh All 7400 8 1/925 [33]

Madhya Pradesh, Tribal All 2767 4 1/692 [28]

Cytogenetic abnormalities

Author n Translocation (%) Mosaicism (%) Pure trisomy (%) Other cytogenetic findings (%) References

Jyothy et al. 2000 1001 4.4 7.7 87.9 [29]

Thomas et al. 1992 316 7.6 5.8 86.6 [30]

Isaac et al. 1985 # 3.5 96.5 [31]

Mandava et al. 2010 1572 7.1 1.8 89.1 0.3 [32]

Sheth et al. 2007 382 8.9 3.9 84.8 2.4 [33]

Fig. 1 Scatter dot plot of the

data derived from reference [25]
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Noninvasive Prenatal Test

The technological advancement of the recent years has

introduced another screening test for Down syndrome, the

noninvasive prenatal test. By amplifying, counting and

comparing the cell free DNA fragments in the maternal

blood, it is now possible to screen for trisomy 21 to a very

high degree of accuracy. The high cost of the test at present

precludes it from being adopted as a first-line screening

test. As in other screening tests, NIPT also needs to be

validated within our population before widespread adop-

tion can be prescribed.

Conclusions

The prenatal screening and subsequent diagnosis of Down

syndrome seem practical in the Indian scenario. However,

given the different demographics of this population, the

basic elements of the screening program such as population

awareness, risk distribution and performance of the

screening test need to be established at least at a regional

level on an urgent basis. This calls for a nationwide inte-

grated large-scale data sharing and cooperation between

the relevant stakeholders.
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